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In This IssuePygo2 Connects Wnt and Notch
GU ET AL., 48
Pygo2, a histone methylation reader, mechanistically connects Wnt and Notch
signaling to regulate lineage potential of adult mammary stem cells.Biallelic Expression of Nanog in PSCs
FADDAH ET AL., 23 AND FILIPCZYK ET AL., 12
Single-cell analysis shows that Nanog is biallelically expressed with variation
similar to other pluripotency factors, and this raises questions about the degree
to which some reporter constructs reflect endogenous Nanog expression. Pre-
view by Smith.Lamins in Niche Organization
CHEN ET AL., 73
In the Drosophila germline stem cell niche, nuclear lamins in cyst stem cells modulate EGFR signaling via nucleoporin
distribution to influence differentiation and niche organization. (Top image.)Pluripotency Gets Loopy
WEI ET AL., 36 AND ZHANG ET AL., 30
Wei et al. show that Klf4 recruits cohesin and organizes long-range chromosomal interactions at the Oct4 enhancer during
iPSC generation, and Zhang et al. show that activation of endogenous pluripotency genes requires formation of cohesin-com-
plex-mediated intrachromosomal loops during reprogramming and in ESCs. Both studies suggest that higher-order chro-
matin interactions are required for inducing and maintaining pluripotency. Preview by Sexton and Cavalli.Neurogenesis Defects in CHARGE Syndrome Rescued with Exercise
FENG ET AL., 62
The chromatin remodeler CHD7 is mutated in human CHARGE syndrome, a rare pattern of birth defects. Mice lacking
CHD7 have reduced hippocampal neurogenesis but can rescue this phenotype by running. Preview by Kim and Roberts.
(Bottom image.)Oncogenic miRNAs Balance on Tet
SONG ET AL., 87
The microRNA miR-22 participates in the initiation of leukemia by targeting TET2, and high expression correlates with poor
outcomes, making it an attractive candidate therapeutic target. Preview by Dalerba and Clarke.Functionally Distinct HSCs Marked by
SLAM
OGURO ET AL., 102
Expansion of the range of SLAM family marker combinations allows pro-
spective enrichment of distinct subpopulations of hematopoietic stem cells
and multipotent progenitors.Progenitors and Breast Cancer Risk
CHOUDHURY ET AL., 117
Profiling of cell populations from the human mammary gland provides hints
about differences in progenitors that may underlie the protective effect that
early pregnancy has in reducing the risk of breast cancer.Cell Stem Cell 13, July 3, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. xiii
